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Like most of you here, I started my career designing 
for screens. Together as a group, we got familiar 
with the rules for how to make effective websites 
and applications. We treated the computer as a 
canvas and a window into a broader intelligence 
and it in turn became woven into our lives. 
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Big screens turned into smaller screens and I 
happily turned my attentions to designing for them 
and together we figured out the rules again. We 
made shiny buttons and interfaces that mimicked 
the real world and when people got familiar with 
that, we made things flat. 
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We had people’s undivided attention and soon the 
things we built, captured more and more of their 
attention and time. Perhaps sometimes even too 
much of it.
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Within this golden era of visual interfaces, I started 
to hone a process that could work well for me as a 
consistent way to solve problems. It usually started 
out with drawing a series of boxes that explained 
the logic and structure of an application or service. 









I was feeling fairly confident about my abilities to be 
a designer in this world.  
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A year ago, I started to design at Jawbone. I was initially drawn to a 
story that my creative director pitched at my interview. He talked 
about a world where our everyday things were connected and they 
would be responsive and reactive in the way websites and app are 
today. This suddenly conjured up images of Harry Potter and 
Minority Report, and I was so drawn and excited to be designing 
for this world. Except I forgot one thing, Jawbone’s products, 
conspicuously didn’t have screens. 





Not a problem as I designed in earnest, I just found a way to bring 
a screen in there. We built this application that we thought would 
be integral to the evolution of the jambox products. 





We were wrong, the app didn’t resonate with anyone. I sat and 
contemplated my failure. I was doing the same things that worked 
before. What could I do better this time, and was I looking at the 
problem the wrong way. 





As I was continuing to mull this problem over, I noticed that smart 
people everywhere were also running up against the same 
challenges. Tesla added a giant screen to their car. 



Microsoft thought it would be a cool idea to have a giant 

screen on your fridge.



And Facebook and Google were experimenting with VR



And even today Apple just decided they would put screens on your wrist.




Now I love screens just as much as any designer who has been 
working on that medium for the last few years. 

But I realized that as we connect more and more everyday things, 
this might not be the only way to create rich experiences. 




We are just at that awkward phase, we’re we don’t quite know 
what we’re doing. 

It’s also an exciting time, because the old rules don’t quite 
apply. How do we start designing experiences that merge the 
digital and the physical in a way that makes sense to people. 
I’ve been attempting to solve this problem for about year now 
and I will talk about some approaches that can help us with 
this.



Build on metaphors







Design without thought

"When you see something, you can visualize and 
simplify the image in your brain. thats what we call 
an icon. like a child. my design is visualizing the 
simplified image from my brain."

Naoto Fukasawa, industrial designer



A different class of designers have been thinking about this 
problem. Industrial designer Naoto Fukasawa is known for 
designing iconic and simple objects. When asked about his design 
process, he talked about making things that did not require 
thought.



It’s a context aware learning music stream that is 
aware of your taste profile 

Going back to my challenge at Jawbone designing for jamboxes, 

I started to embrace the idea of screenless experiences. I pitched a concept of a 

context aware learning music scream that is aware of your taste profile.



This was generally how people felt about that idea. 



It’s a radio that only plays songs you like  
with one button press

As I was looking at one of the moodboards a colleague had put up on the wall, I had a 
revelation. Oh its not a context aware learning music player that had your taste 

profile, Its a radio that only had music that you like!



I didn’t have to sell the idea. People got it!



So here’s a prototype of that idea. Your jambox knows your current 
taste in music. Press one button and it will play that. If you get tired 
of that type of music, Just scan like you would a car radio, and you 
can quickly get a sampling of all the other things you like. 





Act it out





Doing is the best kind of thinking

"We learned a lot of things about the social 
awkwardness of it and some of the ergonomics of 
it that you couldn’t have figured out ahead of just 
thinking of it."

Tom Chi, Lead Designer, Google [X}



For example, we wondered, wouldn’t it be cool if we can talk to our 
jamboxes. It talks to us. Why can’t we talk to it. Our engineers 
asked us, how sensitive did we want the Jamboxes ears to be. We 
asked for the maximum 30 feet. 

But when we acted it out, we thought, wait, you don’t have a 
conversation with someone from far away, you just generally 

wave, or say a quick hello. You tend to have conversations when 
you’re in speaking range of them, generally less than 3 feet. 

Thats when you ask someone about their day, how’s their work 
going, so testing that conversation, made us realize that we didn’t 
need to make a powerful all hearing microphone, we just needed 
the jambox to listen like a person.





Sometimes, you get caught up with new techniques and 
technologies for its own sake. 

Overtime you’ll realize that you get tired of the gizmos. Experiences 
that stick around are like good stories, they understand people’s 
motivations and address that through something meaningful. A 
good way to not get too caught up in the excitement of the new, is 
to tell a story about someone using your product. Why did they 
have a burning need for the solution you created. And it can’t just 
be “it’s cool”.



Tell a story



a good story pinpoints a character’s driving desire and then takes 
him through an experience

because of that desire and finds him transformed


in the same way, a good product solves a clear user need, telling 
stories is one way to quickly gain empathy for your users

and frame your design ideas in solutions rather than just cool 
concepts



Why should I care?

“Good stories give you a promise that they are 
going to lead you somewhere that is worth your 
time.”

Andrew Stanton, Director & Screenwriter at Pixar



Why should I care?

Good PRODUCTS give you a promise that they are 
going to lead you somewhere that is worth your 
time



Here’s an example of a similar thing that I went through at Nook. 

We were tasked with reinventing the book. Given a capability of 
reformating books on the fly and enhancing it with web content, 
what new experiences can we create with this. 

So we thought, well what if we just made cool info fly out of the 
book at will like this







This was generally how people felt about that idea. 



Its always really hard to cook with a touch screen ... thats when it 
hit us. We can use the same fluid interactions and reformating, but 
this time, it is actually useful. You might want to get just to the 
recipes that matter to you and quickly thumb through it. And when 
you’re in the middle of cooking your hands might be wet, and so a 
gestural way of navigating the pages actually comes in handy






I didn’t have to sell the idea. People got it!



Its a great time to be designing experiences that fuse 
together the physical and the digital. 
We don’t always have to put screens on everything. Since we 
don’t yet have an interface language around these things, we 
can 
start exploring by buildings on existing metaphors, quickly 
trying those ideas out through videos or acting them out, and 
we tell stories to make sure that we’re not just getting caught 
up in the excitement of it all, but are instead making things 
with real meaning.





Thank you.


